INTRODUCTION
In guns with a sliding block breech mechanism, breech ring life is typically limited by failures originating in the rear fillet near the block/ ring contact region. There have been a considerable number of photoelastic 1-3 studies made on weapon breeches of this type.
The observations indicate that high tensile stress produced by stress concentration at the fillet was responsible for the failure. Sometimes failure can be prevented by changing 3 the geometry, adding more weight and/or using higher strength materials.
It is not always possible to increase the size or weight because of system considerations. Autofrettage has proved to be an efficient process in the 4 design of gun barrels.
The elastic pressure capacity and the fatigue life can be increased. The technique is based on the production of beneficial stresses to counteract the high operating stresses induced by firing. This paper describes an exploratory study of the autofrettage of a breech ring.
The residual stresses in an overloaded breech ring will be determined experimentally and numerically. The experimental approach is based on the photoplasticity method ' and a two-dimensional model for a sliding breech mechanism was designed. The breech ring is made of polycarbonate resin which has been calibrated optically and mechanically. The numerical approach is based on the finite-element method and a computer program for two-dimensional elastic-plastic problems is developed. An incremental loading procedure is used to determine the stresses in an overloaded breech ring. The location and magnitude of the maximum tensile stress as well as the residual stress after complete unloading are determined. The comparison between numerical and experimental results is satisfactory. were made at the same temperature and relative humidity as were the calibration. Also, all data was taken at 240 minutes after loading.
MATERIAL CALIBRATION
The uniaxial stress-fringe and stress-strain curves for 240 minutes after loading were constructed from 
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH Photoplastic Model
The experimental approach used is the photoplastic method which is based on the non-linear stress-optical law. 5, 6 In particular, the maximum fillet stress is to be determined for an elastic load as well as an elastoplastic load.
A full scale, two-dimensional model of the meridian section of a breech ring was made of 0.12 inch thick LEXAN plate, as shown in Figure 5 . The block was made of aluminum. In order to minimize any effect of material nonhomogeneity, the ring was cut closely to the calibration specimens and its line of loading was parallel with that of the calibration specimens.
The top of the ring was fixed. The load was applied through a pin at the top of the block by means of dead weights. Guide plates were added to prevent buckling. Initially the block was in full contact with the ring.
As load increased, the contact region changed and a gap was developed in the central portion. 
Maximum Fillet Stress
In order to find the maximum fillet stress at elastic state, the fringe order at the fillet was closely watched during the loading. The loads corresponding to the first four fringes were recorded as 23, 51, 78, 104 pounds, respectively. This incremental load required to raise one fringe order was found and averaged to give a value of 27 pounds tension per fringe, which also corresponds to a fillet stress of 300 psl per 27 pounds of load.
After the elastic stress was determined, the model was loaded to 1144 pounds and held for an interval of 240 minutes. During this interval, the maximum fringe order was recorded intermittently. At the end of 240 minutes, the maximum fringe at the fillet had an order of 43 and the maximum fillet stress was found to be 9300 psl. Making the usual assumption that unloading is an elastic process, we can calculate the residual stress after removing the full load of 1144 pounds. The result is 9300 -(1144/27) x 300 = -3400 psi.
NUMERICAL APPROACH

Method and Program
The numerical approach used is the finite element method based on the incremental stress-strain matrix. Following the procedure outlined in ref- and 9300 psi at F = 572 pounds. For the purpose of comparison, the boundary stress is determined by extrapolation using the calculated results for those elements along the radial direction through element 99. This is illustrated in Figure 11 for the second case of contact condition. Similar figures for the other three cases are not shown. Three curves are plotted in Figure 11 and they represent the major principal stresses for three load levels at the initial yielding, maximum test load and complete unloading after reaching the maximum load. The residual stresses after complete unloading are determined by assuming that unloading process is purely elastic.
Our numerical results reveal no reverse yielding. In extrapolating the boundary stress, we shall remember that the maximum tensile stress shall not exceed the flow stress of 9576 psi. As seen in Figure 11 , a comparison between the numerical and the experimental results for the maximum tensile stress indicates that a satisfactory agreement has been reached. In Figure   12 , two principal stresses as well as the residual stresses in element 99 are shown as functions of loading. Only the second case of contact conditions is presented here for illustration. The residual stress is determined by assuming a purely elastic unloading resulting from various stages of loading. The minor principal stress (a 2 ) is found to be a nearly linear function of loading and its residual value is very small. The value of the principal stress angle for all contact conditions and for all load levels is found to lie within -26° to -27° with respect to the x-axis. As can be seen in Figure 12 , the major principal (0,) and its residual value increase in magnitude as the total contact force increases but they are of opposite sign. Therefore as a result of overloading, favorable residual stress can be produced. 
